LET h(d) denote the number of primitive classes of binary quadratic forms of negative discriminant d. Heilbronn* has recently proved that
By a slight modification of Heilbronn's argument I show that THEOREM II.
-
--^ -> oo as -d -*• oo, where t is the number of different prime factors of d.
Both these results were conjectured by Gauss.f Theorem II is equivalent to
• THEOREM III.
p(d) ^-co as -d->oo, where p(d) is the number of (primitive) classes in the principal genus.
We shall write
We assume, .with Heilbronn, that there isj an m > 0 and a character x(n) (modm) such that ) = f x (n)n-°n =l vanishes for s = p, where
We follow the notation of Heilbronn except that the constants implied in our O-symbols are independent of H and t. 
and if
are 2fee P classes in the principal genus, then there is an s (1 ^ s ^ P)
Proof. Now a 2i * can only be represented by the P classes of the principal genus and not by any of the other H-P classes. The number of representations of a 2F by these P forms is, by a wellknown theorem,* not less than 2(2P+1) = 4P+2. with y =£ 0 for some s in 1 ^ s ^ P. From (7) and (8) 
<Ae» N 2P >V(&M)-(11) Proof. From (10) and (9) Now by (10) and (11) 
Proof. When a m < a < 2, s =£ 1 we have for on the top of page 156 of Heilbronn, (1, 8) the expression 
t Lemma XIII of Heilbronn.
EXTENSION OF HEILBRONN'S CLASS-NUMBER THEOREM 307 Then (18) follows from (19), (20), (21), (22), and the proof of Lemma X in Heilbronn.
Proof of the main result.
We put s = p in Lemma VIII. Then we get 0 = £(2 P )IT (1-P-
p\m a
From Lemma VII,
Now U2p is absolutely greater than a positive constant independent of d. Hence, unless we assume P->-oo as -d^-co, (23) and (24) 
